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Scripture Engagement through the Public Reading
of Scripture
The Bible was meant to be read, but it was also meant to be heard. While printed copies of God’s
Word are easily accessible to most in free, literate cultures today, for the majority of history,
because of their rarity and expense, to own a personal copy of the Scriptures was practically
unheard of. So we see Ezra standing before the people of Israel reading the law of Moses aloud
in Nehemiah 8. Paul’s Epistles would have been read out loud to the gatherings of believers as
well (Colossians 4:16, 1 Thessalonians 5:27). In fact, during these ancient times, it was common
even for those who did have opportunities for personal reading to read aloud to themselves. The
silent reading that many are so used to today was virtually non-existent throughout history.

To hear someone read the Word is a different experience than to simply read silently to oneself. A
well-prepared and gifted reader can bring out meaning in a text through voice inflection, rhythm,
and intonation. A talented reader can present the Word of God to a group or congregation so that
the listeners may experience the Bible in a rich and powerful manner.

So why is Scripture reading often treated as something of an afterthought? Writers and pastors
are asking this question and many suggest that we give the public reading of Scripture a more
prominent role in our ministries. What would happen if readers were encouraged to really study a
passage, seeking the background and meaning of the text that they could then bring out in their
voice and body language when reading? What if the reading of Scripture was treated as more
than just the precursor or set up for the sermon?  How powerful it is when a congregation or
small group has the regular opportunity to audibly experience together significant portions of
God’s Word. As God tells us in Isaiah 55:11:

“So is my word that goes out from my mouth: 
It will not return to me empty, 
but will accomplish what I desire 
and achieve the purpose for which I sent it.”

God’s Word has great power according to his will. In addition, we read in 1 Timothy 4:13 Paul’s
instruction to “…devote yourself to the public reading of Scripture” (NIV). The biblical basis for
public Scripture reading among believers is strong! Who knows what God will do through an
emphasis on the public reading of Scripture in your church or small group?

Next: Public Reading Practice Tips➤ 
↤ Back to Scripture Engagement home
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WELCOME TO SCRIPTURE ENGAGEMENT!

This section of Bible Gateway, created in partnership with the Taylor University Center for
Scripture Engagement, outlines a set of practical exercises and activities you can undertake to
interact more meaningfully with the Bible.

We invite you to explore the different topics in this section at your own pace and in whatever
order you prefer. We recommend beginning with the Introduction section below, then exploring
the specific topics that interest you.

INTRODUCTION TO SCRIPTURE ENGAGEMENT

What is Scripture Engagement?
Defining Scripture Engagement
Scripture Engagement Bible Passages
What is the Bible?
Holy Attention
Scripture Engagement Compared to Bible Study
Not This Way (Common but Inadequate Approaches to the Bible)

Scripture Engagement in a Small Group
An Overview of Scripture Engagement Practices
Getting Started

Dealing With Distractions

SCRIPTURE ENGAGEMENT PRACTICES

The different Scripture Engagement practices are listed below; each section consists of an
overview of the practice, a set of practical tips for engaging in it, and a list of resources for further
exploration.

If this is your first time exploring these Scripture Engagement articles, we strongly recommend
that you begin by reading through the Overview of Scripture Engagement Practices; it describes
each practice in detail. However, for the sake of convenience, each of the practices is also listed
below.

Timelining—video discussion
Storying Scripture

Watch an Example of Storying Scripture
Storying Scripture Practice Tips
Storying Scripture Resources

Dramatizing Scripture
Watch an Example of Dramatizing Scripture (new!)
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Dramatizing Scripture Practice Tips
Dramatizing Scripture Resources

Lectio Divina
Lectio Divina Practice Tips
Lectio Divina for Small Groups
Lectio Divina Resources

The Ignatian Method
The Ignatian Method Tips
The Ignatian Method Resources

Praying Scripture
Praying Scripture Practice Tips
Praying Scripture in a Small Group
Praying Scripture Resources

Memorizing Scripture
Memorizing Scripture Practice Tips
Memorizing Scripture in a Small Group
Memorizing Scripture Resources

Singing Scripture
Singing Scripture Practice Tips
Singing Scripture in a Small Group
Singing Scripture Resources

Journaling Scripture
Journaling as a Spiritual Discipline
Journaling Scripture Practice Tips
Journaling Scripture in Small Groups
Journaling Scripture Resources

Hand Copying Scripture
Hand Copying Scripture Practice Tips
Hand Copying Scripture in Small Groups
Hand Copying Scripture Resources

Scripture Engagement Through Visual Art
Visual Art Practice Tips
Visual Art Resources

Speaking Scripture
Speaking Scripture Practice Tips

Manuscript Bible Study
Manuscript Bible Study Practice Tips
Manuscript Bible Study Resources

Public Reading of Scripture
Public Reading Practice Tips
Public Reading Resources
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